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Introduction

Density functional theory[1,2] (DFT) is undoubtedly the most
important methodology in computational chemistry and not only

used by theoreticians but also by experimentalists to shed light
into chemical phenomena and problems. Its founding theorems
introduced by Hohenberg and Kohn in 1964[1] are, however, only

valid for electronic ground-state problems. The equivalent of the
Hohenberg-Kohn theorems for excited states was formulated by
Runge and Gross in 1984,[3] which marked the inception of time-

dependent DFT (TD-DFT). After inclusion of additional
approximations and under consideration of the interaction of
electronic structures with relatively weak electromagnetic-
fields,[4,5] linear-response TD-DFT has become equally impor-

tant to chemists working on electronically excited-state problems
as conventional DFT has become the method of choice for
electronic ground states.

Any TD-DFT treatment is preceded by a ground-state calcu-
lation, and therefore both DFT ‘flavours’ share a common
denominator, namely the underlying density functional approx-

imation (DFA) to the unknown ‘true’ functional, which would
solve the Schrödinger Equation exactly at a negligible cost
compared to electron-correlation wave-function theory
(WFT). Similar to ground-state DFT, TD-DFT algorithms are

easily accessible to users through distribution in every standard
quantum-chemical code. However, while that accessibility
allows routine (TD-)DFT treatments, there is a risk that users

may assume that such calculations can be carried out in a black-
box fashion. The main reason is that the value of the insights we
can gain from every calculation rises and falls with the underly-

ing DFA; unfortunately, a plethora of DFAs have been devel-
oped and the list is growing. This leads to uncertainties in the
user community, misconceptions, and the tendency to stick to

popular, but outdated and unreliable DFAs. In 2019, some from
our group reviewed this issue for ground-state DFT in an
account in this very same journal that addressed a general

readership and reported our main findings for thermochemistry,
kinetics, non-covalent interactions, and geometry optimisa-
tions.[6] We ruled out common misconceptions, demonstrated
that there was no correlation between the popularity of a DFA

and its reliability, and gave recommendations on robustmethods
that enable getting the right answer for the right reason.

This present account is written in the same spirit as the one

from 2019 and focusses on TD-DFT applications. We address
commonDFAs that constitute the large bulk of currently applied
methods used in routine TD-DFT calculations, mention some

common pitfalls in this area, and then focus on our own recent
developments[7,8] in the field of time-dependent double-
hybrid[9] DFAs (TD-DHDFAs), which alleviate some of the
problems of the more widespreadmethods. This is not a detailed

review of the underlying theory of TD-DFT and we refer the
reader to more detailed papers.[4,10–15] Instead, we will discuss
the relevant theories with relatively basic equations that provide
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a general readership and potential users of TD-DFT methods

enough background knowledge without slowing down the flow
of our elaborations. We start our discussion with a brief
introduction to the Jacob’s Ladder scheme of DFT, an overview

of TD-DFT, and common problems of the first four rungs on that
ladder with recommendations based on our own experience.We
then elaborate on the highest rung of Jacob’s Ladder and discuss
in depth what DHDFAs are, how they have been transferred to

the excited-state concept, and what their main advantages are.
This is an active research field and we conclude with a list of
open questions that still need to be answered. Note that most of

our discussions will be limited to applications to organic
molecules. However, the recommendations of this account
should still be applicable to a large number of commonly

conducted calculations.

The First Four Rungs on DFT’s Jacob’s Ladder

From the Local Density to the Hybrid Approximation

The first step in the treatment of electronic excited states is to

establish the electronic structure of the ground state. The
resulting molecular orbitals (MOs) and their energies are then
used as an input for accessing higher-lying states. In the case of
DFT, the electronic ground-state is established with the help of

self-consistent-field (SCF) Kohn-Sham (KS) DFT[2] for which
the label DFT without the prefix ‘KS’ is commonly used as a
synonym; for the difference between KS-DFT and orbital-free,

‘pure’ DFT, see common textbooks.[16,17] In KS-DFT, the total
electronic-energy functional is separated into four different
components: the electronic kinetic energy, the attractive

electron-nucleus interaction energy, the classical Coulomb
electron-electron repulsion, and the exchange-correlation (XC)
energy functionals. The first term calculates the kinetic energy
for a fictitious reference system of non-interacting electrons that

maintains the density of the real system. The second term is
known exactly, while the classical Coulomb term is known but
introduces the spurious interaction of an electron with itself—

see Refs [18–22] for recent discussions on the yet unsolved self-
interaction error (SIE). The requirements for the fourth term are
to account for the SIE and any inaccuracies in the kinetic-energy

expression while simultaneously introducing non-classical
electron-electron exchange and correlation effects. KS-DFT is
formally an exact theory, but in practice the XC functional is

unknown and needs to be approximated. Conventional DFAs
have therefore the first three terms in common, but differ in their
expressions for exchange and correlation.

Each DFA has its own disadvantages and—to a varying

degree—advantages. As a systematic improvement of DFAs is
hard to achieve, DFA development is often based on a trial-and-
error approach with an important benchmarking step at the end

to assess the accuracy of the newly implemented approxima-
tions. The more comprehensive such studies are, the easier it is
to make recommendations as to the reliability and robustness of

a DFA, where the latter implies that a method can be safely used
for different properties or molecule classes with roughly a
similar error bar; see our recent account[6] that summarises

our own contributions to comprehensive ground-state bench-
marking as well as comparable studies or more recent works
based upon our previous contributions.[23–27]

DFA development follows two different philosophies in

which method-inherent parameters are either derived from
first-principles or by fitting them to a training set of thermo-
chemical or other data. The two approaches are often also

labelled as ‘non-empirical’ or ‘semi-empirical’, respectively,

but neither of them should be used to gauge aDFA’s quality. For
detailed comparisons of both philosophies for ground-state
problems, see, for example, Refs [24] and [28].

To bring order into the chaotic ‘DFT zoo’, Perdew and
Schmidt suggested separation of DFAs into different rungs on
a metaphorical ‘Jacob’s Ladder’ with DFAs of the same rung
sharing the same basic components;[29] see Ref. [6] for a detailed

discussion and depiction of the ladder. Each higher rung
promises better results and brings us closer to the ‘Heaven of
Chemical Accuracy’, which can be defined as the following

arbitrary goals: 1 kcal mol�1 for a reaction energy or barrier
height, 0.1 kcal mol�1 for non-covalent interaction energies,
and—presumably depending on preference—0.05 eV[30,31] or

0.1 eV[32,33] for electronic excitation energies. The latter defini-
tion will play a crucial part in our subsequent discussion. In this
context, note that the human eye can distinguish frequency
differences that are comparable to energy differences between

0.01 and 0.02 eV[33] or even lower, which means that even
seemingly small improvements for excitation energies in bench-
marking studies can be relevant. Note, however, that calculated

energy differences below 0.01 eV may often be in the range of
computational noise, which is why standard applications usually
only report values in eV with two decimals.

The lowest rung on the ladder is occupied byDFAs that just use
the density r as the input. They are usually based on XC expres-
sions for the uniform-electron-gas model of physics, and therefore

this rung is referred to as the local density approximation
(LDA).[16,17,34–37] As the density in a molecule is not uniform,
a chemically more reasonable approach is to allow for r to vary.
For the second rung—the generalised gradient approximation

(GGA)—this is achieved by adding terms that rely on the
(reduced) density gradient.[38–43] The third rung—meta-
GGA—relies in principle on additional higher-order deriva-

tives, or more specifically on the orbital kinetic-energy density
which involves a sum over squares of the first derivatives of
occupied orbitals with respect to spatial coordinates.[16,44,45]

The fourth and—for main-group chemistry—most important
rung is the hybrid approximation,[46] which replaces parts of
lower-rung DFT exchange ðEðmeta�ÞGGA

X Þ with non-local Fock
exchange ðEHF

X Þ, often also referred to as exact exchange, while
the correlation component remains unchanged ðEðmeta�ÞGGA

C Þ.
Most hybrids follow this simple definition for the XC DFA:

E
hybrid
XC ¼ ð1� aX ÞEðmeta�ÞGGA

X þ aXE
HF
X þ E

ðmeta�ÞGGA
C ; ð1Þ

where the scale parameter aX determines the amount of Fock
exchange. Its ideal value depends usually on the type of
application. While higher amounts bring certain advantages,

such as reducing the aforementioned SIE, they can also cause
problems, as the final DFA may more resemble conventional
Hartree-Fock (HF) Theory.

A DFA of the form shown in Eqn. 1 is called a ‘global
hybrid’, as the value of aX is the same throughout the molecule.
Local hybrids, where the parameter changes for each point in
space, have been put forward with significant recent improve-

ments, but they will not be further discussed here; see Ref. [47]
for a recent review. Instead, an important part of our subsequent
discussion will be dedicated to a third way of incorporating

non-local exchange effects, namely through the range-
separation (RS) technique that results in range-separated—or
long-range corrected—hybrids.[48–51]
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The idea of RS is based on the observation that due to using
approximations to the unknown XC functional and the SIE, r
and the exchange potential VX decay incorrectly for larger

electron-electron distances r. The exact potential is expected
to decay with 1

r
, but in DFAs it decays exponentially and

therefore asymptotically approaches zero at too short distances.
As a consequence, electronic long-range (LR) effects may be

wrong, as wewill discuss later for a few typical examples.While
the DFA itself may be adequate in the short-range (SR) regime,
the idea of RS is to merge that SR behaviour with an improved

decay in the LR regime. Mathematically, this is obtained by
splitting the electron-electron interaction term into two parts; as
we refrain from going into greater mathematical detail, the

schematic depiction in Fig. 1 shall suffice. The SR part can
either be a conventional exchange DFA from the first three
rungs or the exchange component of a global-hybrid DFA.Most

RS hybrids assume 100%Fock exchange in the LR regime, with
a few exceptions, such as the popular CAM-B3LYP[50] method
that only reaches 65% in the asymptotic regime. Mathemati-
cally, the two regimes need to be seamlessly connected by an RS

parameter that is sometimes called v or m. Its value has usually
been determined empirically[8,49,51,52] but non-empirical and
system-dependent versions have been suggested, too.[53–56] An

extension of this idea, where the electron-electron interaction
term is split into three regimes (short-, middle-, and long-range)
with two different range parameters (vSR and vLR) has been

proposed by Scuseria et al.[57] However, as this scheme has not
been broadly used yet, we only consider the one-parameter
scheme in our discussion.

Linear-Response Time-Dependent DFT

TD-DFT is based on the Runge-Gross Theorem,[3] according to
which there exists a one-to-one correlation between an external,

time-dependent potential and the electron density. The resulting
time-dependent KS equations then need to be solved whenever
strong, external fields are considered, for example, for the

interaction of matter with laser radiation. In the case of small
external potentials—such as in single-photon absorption spec-
troscopy—the TD-DFT problem can be solved with the help of

linear-response theory.[10,14,15] As a starting point, a DFT
ground-state calculation is carried out. Then, a small, time-
dependent perturbation is applied. The linear-response function

describes the reaction of the ground-state density to this per-

turbation. The poles of the response function are related to the
electronic (vertical) excitation energies DE. The adiabatic
approximation,[4,5] assumes that the time-dependent XC

potential can be substituted by the time-independent one from
ground-state DFT; in other words, DFAs known from ground-
state DFT can in principle be applied in the TD-DFT context.
Within this approximation, the poles of the response function are

obtained by solving a non-Hermitian eigenvalue problem that is
mathematically very similar to the random phase approximation
(RPA) from WFT:[58]

A B

B A

� �
X

Y

� �
¼ DE

1 0

0 �1

� �
X

Y

� �
; ð2Þ

where the vertical excitation energyDE is the eigenvalue withX

and Y being the corresponding eigenvectors for single-particle
excitations and complementary de-excitations. A and B are
matrices that describe the excitations and de-excitations, with

the individual matrix elements depending on the occupied and
unoccupied (virtual) MOs and their energies from the ground-
state calculations, as well as the underlying XC DFA. All
previously discussed four rungs of Jacob’s Ladder, including

RS hybrids, can therefore in principle be used for Eqn 2;
however, the next section puts this more into context and warns
from using specific methods.

If 100% Fock exchange is applied and electron-correlation
neglected, Eqn 2 becomes the well-known TD-HF problem.[58]

If the elements of B are set to zero, one obtains a simplified

equation that only involves A and X. This is called the Tamm-
Dancoff approximation (TDA) and results in a faster version of
time-dependent DFT, often labelled as TDA-DFT.[59] When

applied to TD-HF, the TDA is identical to the well-known
Configuration Interaction Singles (CIS) problem,[16] which is
the most straightforward way to obtain excitation energies at the
WFT level albeit at the price of neglecting electron-correlation

effects.

Recommendations and Warnings for Organic Molecules

Various benchmark studies have been performed to shed light

into the performance of DFAs when applied within the linear-
response TD-DFT scheme.[33,60–66] In this section, we would
like to focus on a handful of main aspects leading to two main

recommendations for the treatment of organicmolecules if users
cannot afford the TD-DHDFAs that wewill introduce in the next
section.

One common problem of using lower-rung DFAs for TD-
DFT calculations is something that users are often unaware of,
namely the emergence of spurious artificial states (‘ghost’
states). Those are low-lying states that have no experimental

counterpart. They often exhibit low intensities, but it has also
been reported that at times they can come with sizeable intensi-
ties which may consequently hamper the interpretation of

absorption spectra.[67,68] Usually, the user has to request a larger
number of roots in the calculation to reach the desired, ‘real’
states. The ghost-state problem can be referred back to the SIE

and as the addition of Fock-exchange reduces the SIE, DFAs
from the first three rungs suffer the most from the problemwhile
hybrid functionals suffer less. The popular hybrid B3LYP[69,70]

(20% Fock exchange) and PBE0[71] (25%)—often also called

PBE1PBE[72]—may still suffer from this problem, but DFAs
with 40% or even higher amounts are nearly ghost-state free.
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or Hybrid DFA

Long range: Ideally 100 %
Fock exchange

Wrong exponential
decay

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the range-separation idea in DFT.
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In a book chapter on electronic circular dichroism (ECD)

spectroscopy,[68] Goerigk, Kruse, and Grimme demonstrated
the problem of ghost states for an alleno-acetylenic macrocycle
comprising 132 atoms, which had been experimentally and

computationally characterised by Alonso-Gómez et al. in
2009.[73] The authors of the 2009 study pointed out that they
were able to reproduce the experimentally observed strong

Cotton effect of the system with semi-empirical MO theory
but did not report any TD-DFT results. In their 2012 analysis of
the same system, Goerigk, Kruse, and Grimme pointed out that
TD-DFT results may become relatively difficult to analyse if the

wrong DFA is chosen.[68] When choosing a lower-rung
approach, such as TD-PBE, a total of 62 states were necessary
to cover the energy range of the experimental ECD spectrum

with the majority of them being ghost states and the resulting
spectrum showing no resemblance to the experimental one. As a
comparison, 34 states were necessary for TD-B3LYP and only

19 for TD-BHLYP[46] (50% Fock exchange), which clearly
demonstrated the reduction of the number of ghost states for
hybrid functionals with high fractions of exact exchange. We

return to this system after having introduced TD-DHDFAs.
To discuss the accuracy of some common TD-DFTmethods,

we turn our attention briefly to a test set of medium-sized

organic molecules based on theoretically back-corrected exper-

imental data (see Fig. 2). In 2009, a first analysis conducted on
the first five molecules in Fig. 2 showed that Jacob’s Ladder
could generally be reproduced, with GGA methods having an

average absolute error of 0.41 eV, meta-GGAs having an aver-
age absolute error of 0.34 eV, and a total of eight tested global
hybrids having an average absolute error of 0.23 eV.[33] How-

ever, the result for hybrids depended strongly on the amount of
Fock exchange and the reported average absolute errors ranged
from 0.21 to 0.31 eV, which is chemically significant based on
our previous definition of the chemical-accuracy window.

All tested GGAs and meta-GGAs consistently underesti-
mated the excitation energies (redshift), whereas hybrids tended
to switch from under- to overestimation (blueshift) with increas-

ing amounts of Fock exchange. This trend can be further
demonstrated with the extended dye test set published and
analysed in 2010.[61] Mean deviations (MDs) andmean absolute

deviations (MADs) for selected methods are shown in the right
panel of Fig. 2; note that the figure only considers the first 11
systems, as their first excited states are pure local-valence ones.

System 12 exhibits a charge-transfer (CT) excitation that will be
discussed separately in one of the later sections. Fig. 2 clearly
shows that the ideal value for global hybrids for low-lying
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excitations of organic molecules of similar size seems to lie
around 40 % (PBE38 has 37.5% and BMK has 42%). CAM-

B3LYP, as a range-separated representative, is shown in the
same figure. While it has a similarly good MAD as the best
global hybrids, excitation energies tend to be blueshifted,
something that has been reported about RS hybrids in other

studies too.[74] We will return to RS hybrids and how to fix this
blueshift later.

Our recommendations thus far can therefore be summarised

as follows: avoid TD-DFT calculations with LDAs, GGAs or
meta-GGAs. Instead, use hybrids that are either range-separated
or have a relatively large fraction of around 40% Fock

exchange. Some of the above-mentioned methods include
meta-GGA components, such as BMK, and we should note that
Bates and Furche warned against using DFAs with such com-

ponents in the TD-DFT context, as gauge-variance cannot be
guaranteed in standard implementations;[75] users should keep
this in mind and if in doubt check the implementation with the
developer if they prefer to use a DFA with meta-GGA parts.

Note that we have not discussed CT excitations yet, but we will
come back to them later.

Reaching the Fifth Rung: Basic Theoretical Details

The Double-Hybrid Density Functional Approximation

Fifth-rung DFAs include information from virtual MOs and,

therefore, offer a route towards a better description of electron-
correlation effects. Different variants of this idea have been
proposed and tested,[76–84] but this account focuses solely on
DHDFAs, which can be considered as the currently most

applicable fifth-rung representatives. DHDFAs are a practical
application of Görling-Levy Perturbation Theory[85,86] and not
to be confused with the related concept of ‘doubly-hybrid’

multi-coefficient methods, which mix components based on
DFT with others based on HF orbitals.[87,88] Instead, DHDFAs
are a logical extension of the hybrid idea. They contain a hybrid

component with DFT-based exchange and Fock exchange like
global hybrids, but in addition parts of their DFT correlation are
replaced by a non-local, second-order perturbative term that is

formally related to Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory ðEMP2
C Þ.

A DHDFA can therefore be expressed in a similar way as we
expressed hybrids previously:[89,90]

EDHDFA
XC ¼ð1� aX ÞEðmeta�ÞGGA

X þ aXE
HF
X

þ ð1� aCÞEðmeta�ÞGGA
C þ aCE

MP2
C ;

ð3Þ

where the new mixing parameter aC is introduced. Note the
initial restriction of (1�aC) for the DFT term; however, some

later DHDFAs variants have lifted that requirement.[26,91–93]

Similar to a conventionalMP2 calculation inWFT, where a HF

calculation precedes the perturbative step, a DH calculation
also consists of two steps. The first step is a usual ground-state
DFT SCF calculation for the first three components of Eqn 3,
that is, a hybrid-DFT step that generates converged MOs and

their energies (see the schematic representation in Fig. 3).
These occupied and virtual MOs as well as their energies are
subsequently used for the perturbative step, which in essence is

an energy correction that does not change the underlying
orbitals and density; for DHDFAs that do adjust their orbitals,
see Refs [94–96].

Critics of DHDFAsmay argue that similar toMP2 the formal
computational cost rises; however, we refer to our previous
account that lists techniques to speed up the perturbative step[6]

as well as more recent developments.[97] Furthermore, even if
the cost is comparable to MP2 and a user may be inclined to use
that establishedWFTmethodology instead, it has been convinc-
ingly demonstrated that DHDFAs outperformMP2 by far.[24,98]

In fact, the currently most accurate and robust DFAs for ground-
state properties, particularly of main-group elements, are double
hybrids.[6,23,24,26,27,99]

The first global DHDFA that followed Eqn 3 is Grimme’s
B2PLYP functional from 2006.[89] It is a semi-empirical DFA
based on Becke-88[38] (B88) exchange and Lee-Yang-Parr[39,40]

(LYP) correlation with 53% Fock exchange and 27% pertur-
bative correlation. The list of currently available semi- and
non-empirical DHDFAs is exhaustive and can be obtained from

Refs [24, 27, and 90].

Time-Dependent Formalism for Double Hybrids

One year after the formulation of B2PLYP and before the rapid

increase in the number of ground-state DHDFAs, Grimme and
Neese suggested B2PLYP’s logical extension to access vertical
excitation energies at theDH level.[9] The schematic idea behind

this is depicted in Fig. 3. While a hybrid-type energy is pertur-
batively corrected through an MP2-like step in ground-state
DHDFAs, TD-DHDFAs rely on a hybrid-like excitation energy

that is subsequently also corrected by a second-order perturba-
tive term to better describe the effect of electron correlation on
the excitation energy. The steps in a TD-DHDFA calculation are
therefore as follows (see Fig. 3): a ground-state SCF calculation

is carried out with the first three components of Eqn 3 and the
resulting MOs, their energies, and the hybrid component of the
DHDFA are used as an input for a standard TD-DFT treatment

according to Eqn 2. This results in the hybrid-component
DEhybrid2TD2DFT of the total double-hybrid excitation energy
DETD2DHDFA. For the perturbative part, an equivalent to MP2

Hybrid part:
SCF

MP2
Correction

Hybrid part:
TD-DFT

CIS(D)
Correction

Converged
MOs and
energies

Converged ground-state
MOs, MO energies, and

TD-DFT excitation energies  

Ground state Excited states

Fig. 3. Schematic depiction of the steps involved in DHDFA ground-state and excited-state treatments.
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for the excited state needed to be found. Grimme and Neese
suggested to use Head-Gordon and co-workers’ Configuration

Interaction Singles with Perturbative Doubles Correction
[CIS(D)] approach, which was introduced in 1994 as an
electron-correlation correction to excitation energies obtained
with the CIS WFT approach.[107] The DHDFDA excitation

energy can therefore be expressed as:

DETD�DHDFA ¼ DEhybrid�TD�DFT þ aCDE
CISðDÞ
C ; ð4Þ

where DECISðDÞ
C is the perturbative correction to the excitation

energy and aC is the same scale factor as for the ground-state
DHDFA (see Eqn 3).

Having defined the time-dependent version of DHDFAs,

we conclude with a number of technical comments before we
review the performance of the first-generation TD-DHDFAs
that follow Grimme and Neese’s scheme. The original CIS(D)
relies on underlying CIS excitation energies, excitation ampli-

tudes and the underlying ground-state orbitals.When applying
the CIS(D) correction to TD-DFT excitations, Grimme
and Neese suggested to only involve the excitation vector X

(Eqn 2) as an input for the perturbative correction, while Y is
neglected. When the TDA is used, the resulting TDA-DFT
step only involves the vector X, and thus TDA-DHDFAs are

a straightforward analogy to the CIS(D) WFT problem.
The CIS(D) correction is only an energy correction, which
means other quantities, such as transition dipole moments and
their related oscillator and rotational strengths, have hybrid

quality. Finally, note that the MP2-like ground-state step is
not required if one is solely interested in excitation energies, as
that step does not change the MOs required for the TD-DFT

component.
In 2017, the basis-set dependence of TD(A)-DHDFAs was

assessed for methods with large and small CIS(D) portions—

large and small aC—and was reported to be low for valence and
Rydberg excitations when comparing a large quadruple- with a
large triple-z basis set.[7] Even for full CIS(D) (aC¼ 1), for

which the largest basis-set dependence is expected, a maximum
difference of only 0.03 eV in the excitation energies for valence
and Rydberg excitations was reported.[7] This indicates that
using TD(A)-DHDFAs with a reliable triple-z basis set, such as
(aug-)cc-pVTZ[108,109] or def2-TZVP(D),[110,111] seems to be
sufficient in both benchmark studies and applications.

While the additional CIS(D) step comes with an overall

increase in computer time, we noticed that for chromophores

such as benzene and naphthalene only 2-4% of the time needed
to calculate the first excitation energy is dedicated to the CIS(D)

correction in our implementation. This fraction is expected to
increase for larger systems, but in our experience the CIS(D)
component has not posed any major challenges yet for medium-
sized molecules as long as enough memory can be provided.

Similar techniques to speed up theMP2 ground-state calculation
can also be used for CIS(D).

Early papers that reported full TD-DHDFA results were

limited to a local code that was not accessible to the general
user. TDA-DHDFAs have been accessible in older versions of
the program ORCA, while full TD-DHFAs have become avail-

able in 2018 inORCA 4.1.[112] They are therefore now available
to the general user. Table 1 shows information for those TD(A)-
DHDFAs that we mention in the following sections and that

have been thoroughly tested in the literature.

2007-2016: Early Successes of Time-Dependent Double
Hybrids

The success of the first TD-DHDFA following Grimme and

Neese’s definition in Eqn 4 was demonstrated for B2PLYP in
2007, mostly for singlet-singlet excitations in a series of closed-
shell organic molecules and a few transition-metal compounds,

such as ferrocene; experimental data were predominantly used
as a benchmark. Both TD-B2PLYP and TDA-B2PLYP showed
smaller average errors compared to the common hybrid TD(A)-

B3LYP. Including the CIS(D) correction usually led to a redshift
and an error reduction of about 0.3 eV compared to the TD-DFT
hybrid portion of B2PLYP, which justified the additional

computational expense for the perturbative step. The 2007 paper
also showed promising results for TDA-B2PLYP for singlet-
triplet transitions in small (in)organic molecules, as well as
doublet-doublet transitions in small radicals.

All subsequent works on DHDFAs for excited states
focussed almost exclusively on full TD-DFT treatments of
singlet-singlet transitions in organic systems. In 2009 and

2010, the TD-DHDFA idea was applied for the first time to
the B2GPPLYP functional, which outperformed TD-B2PLYP
on a popular and comprehensive test set by Thiel and co-

workers[113] for small organic molecules, as well as for the
aforementioned large-dye test set shown in Fig. 2. While the
best 4th-rung functional for the dye set is PBE38, closely
followed by BMK and CAM-B3LYP (Fig. 2), both B2PLYP

and B2GPPLYP showed even better results, making them the
best TD-DFT methods for this set: MD¼�0.07 eV and

Table 1. TD-DHDFAs discussed herein, including some theoretical details and articles that presented or applied them for the first time

Method Comments

B2PLYP[89] B88 exchange, LYP correlation; aX¼ 0.53, aC¼ 0.27; first TD(A)-DFT use: Ref. [9].

B2GPPLYP[100] like B2PLYP but with aX¼ 0.65, aC¼ 0.36; first TD-DFT use: Ref. [33]; first TDA-DFT use: Ref. [101].

PBE0-DH[102] PBE[41] based; aX¼ 0.50, aC¼ 0.125; first TDA-DFT use: Ref. [101]; first TD-DFT use: Ref. [7].

PBE0-2[103] like PBE0-DH but with aX¼ 0.794, aC¼ 0.50; first TDA-DFT use: Ref. [101]; first TD-DFT use: Ref. [7].

PBE-QIDH[104] PBE based; aX ¼ 0.69, aC ¼ 0.33; first TDA-DFT use: Ref. [104]; first TD-DFT use: Ref. [105].

DSD-BLYP[91] B88 exchange, LYP correlation; aX¼ 0.69, SCS-MP2 type correlation; first TD(A)-DFT use: Ref. [7].

DSD-PBEP86[92] PBE exchange, P86[42,43] correlation; aX¼ 0.70, SCS-MP2 type correlation; first TD(A)-DFT use: Ref. [7].

SOS-B2PLYP[7] SOS version of B2PLYP; first TD(A)-DFT use: Ref. [7].

SCS/SOS-B2GPPLYP[7] SCS/SOS versions of B2GPPLYP; first TD(A)-DFT use: Ref. [7].

SOS-PBE0-DH[7] SOS version of PBE0-DH; first TD(A)-DFT use: Ref. [7].

SCS/SOS-PBE0-2[7] SCS/SOS versions of PBE0-2; first TD(A)-DFT use: Ref. [7].

vB2PLYP[8] RS version of B2PLYP with v¼ 0.30; first TD-DFT use: Ref. [8]; first TDA-DFT use: Ref. [106].

vB2GPPLYP[8] RS version of B2GPPLYP with v¼ 0.27: first TD-DFT use: Ref. [8]; first TDA-DFT use: Ref. [106].
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MAD¼ 0.16 eV (B2PLYP), and MD¼ 0.03 eV and MAD¼
0.14 eV (B2GPPLYP).[61] In 2013, the non-empirical methods
PBE0-DH and PBE0-2 were assessed on the same set, but only
in their TDA versions. A comparison with TD-B2(GP)PLYP

showed that the non-empirical methods were on average up to
0.08 eV worse.[90] The fact that the phrase ‘non-empirical’
should not be misunderstood as a label for quality or reliability
was later also demonstrated for DHDFAs applied to ground-

state properties, where semi-empirical approaches by far out-
performed non-empirical ones.[24]

In the context of TD(A)-DHDFAs, it is also worthwhile

considering the pure CIS(D) WFT approach upon which the
Grimme-Neese scheme is based. For the same dye test set,
CIS(D) WFT only delivered an MD and MAD of 0.25 eV.[61]

This demonstrates the benefit of merging DFT with WFT parts,
as is done in DHDFAs. The gold standard approximate coupled-
cluster approach CC2[114] was reported to have an MD of
0.04 eV and an MAD of 0.14 eV.[61] Given that it is computa-

tionally more demanding than TD-DHDFAs, this findingmakes
the latter a promising alternative. TD-B2PLYP and TD-
B2GPPLYP also showed very promising results for extended

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),[115] and we will
return to PAHs in a later section to also include a discussion
of our latest developments.

In the section Recommendations and Warnings for Organic

Molecules, we mentioned the problem of artificial ghost states.
Due to their high fraction of Fock exchange (Table 1), DHDFAs

are practically free from that problem. Coming back to the
specific example of the largemacrocycle for which 62 states had
been calculated with TD-PBE and 34 with TD-B3LYP, TD-
B2GPPLYP only needed 12 genuine states.[68] While the calcu-

lation for each individual state is more costly due to the
additional CIS(D) step, the overall duration for obtaining the
entire ECD spectrum is shorter, as fewer states have to be

calculated.
TD-DHDFAs have also been successfully used in absorption

spectroscopies, in particular ECD spectroscopy. This was first

done on a set of six systems with accurate experimental data, for
which TD-B2PLYP outperformed the often applied TD-B3LYP
approach,[67] which incidentally was originally designed for the
related vibrational CD spectroscopy.[70] Compared to TD-

B3LYP, TD-B2PLYP did not only solve the problem of artifi-
cial ECD bands, but it also provided improved band positions,
whichmade the often used strategy to apply a constant shift to all

ECD bands void. It therefore became a promising candidate for
the computational determination of absolute configurations of
molecules.

Another important finding on TD-DHDFAs in the
context of ECD spectroscopy is the little-known fact that
they were the only TD-DFT methods that could successfully

reproduce an exciton-coupled spectrum of a merocyanine
dimer aggregate.[68] Initially, only WFT methods were
capable of reproducing this spectrum,[116] while lower rung
functionals, including RS hybrids DFAs, failed to provide the

actual bands in the spectrum associated with exciton cou-
pling.[68] TD-B2GPPLYP, on the other hand, showed perfect
agreement and again without the emergence of any artificial

states.[68]

The good performance of DHDFAs for electronic excitation
energies has also been confirmed in subsequent studies; how-

ever, most of them only made use of the TDA-DFT variant due
to a lack of a readily available full TD-DFT code at that
time.[101,104,117–124]

2017: Modifying the Electron-Correlation Term

Spin-Component- and Spin-Opposite-Scaling Techniques

Whenever discussing DHDFAs, it is worthwhile to draw anal-

ogies to the closely related MP2 theory for ground states. While
MP2 was theoretically formulated in 1934[125] and has been a
crucial component of conventional quantum-chemical software

for decades, it was only in 2003 that Grimme suggested to break
the MP2 correlation energy down into two separate components
with the first being the sum of all possible pair correlation
energies of electron pairs of same spin (SS) and the second the

sum of all pair-correlation energies of opposite spin (OS).[126]

Each component is then separately scaled according to:

ESCS�MP2
C ¼ cSSE

SS�MP2
C þ cOSE

OS�MP2
C ; ð5Þ

where the values for the two scaling parameters are cSS ¼ 1
3
and

cOS ¼ 6
5
. The rationale behind this spin-component-scaling

(SCS) idea is that HF Theory already includes SS correlation—
also known as Fermi correlation—through the incorporation of
exchange terms. Therefore, conventional MP2 overestimates

Fermi correlation in a molecule and its MP2 contribution should
be scaled down. The values of the two scale parameters were
determined semi-empirically, but subsequent theoretical deriva-

tions of this and very similar theories derived very similar
values.[127,128] In 2004, Head-Gordon and co-workers suggested
to ignore the SS term, as this would allow the implementation of a

very efficient algorithm[129] that brings the formal scaling behav-
iour ofMP2 down fromOðN5Þ toOðN4Þ, withN being the system
size or number of atomic orbitals; this approach is abbreviated as
spin-opposite-scaling (SOS).[130]

Both the SCS and SOS approaches have been adopted by
other WFT methods for both ground and excited states;
Ref. [131] provides a detailed overview of them. For our context,

we only mention that the CIS(D) approach was first combined
with SCS in 2004[132] followed by further modifications and
extension to SOS in 2007.[133] In the following discussion, we

always refer to the 2007 implementation. When applied to
systems 1-11 in the aforementioned dye test set (Fig. 2), reduc-
tions of 0.07-0.08 eV compared to CIS(D) were reported with

SCS- and SOS-CIS(D) performing very similarly. That being
said, SCS/SOS-CIS(D) were still topped by TD-B2PLYP and
TD-B2GPPLYP. SCS-CIS(D) also showed very promising
results for the exciton-coupled ECD spectrum for the aforemen-

tioned merocyanine dimer aggregate in the section 2007–2016:
Early Successes of Time Dependent Double Hybrids.[116]

The SCS/SOS-MP2 ideas have also been applied since 2008

in the context of DHDFAs with developments by Chai and
Head-Gordon, Kozuch and Martin, and Goerigk and Grimme
being the first of their type. Amongst the DHDFAs with SCS,

vB97X-2,[134] DSD-BLYP, and DSD-PBEP86 belong to the
best for main-group ground-state problems,[24] while the best
SOS-based DHDFAs are DOD-SCAN[26] and revDOD-

PBEP86.[26] The SOS-based method PWPB95[135] showed
promising results for transition-metal problems.[135,136]

Time-Dependent Double Hybrids with Component-Scaled
Correlation Term

Based on the success of ground-state SCS/SOS-DHDFAs and
the improved results for SCS/SOS-CIS(D) for excited states, the

logical step forward was to also apply the same ideas to TD-
DHDFAs. Schwabe and Goerigk did so in 2017 and presented
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different variants of six functionals, namely B2PLYP,

B2GPPLYP, PBE0-DH, PBE0-2, DSD-BLYP and DSD-
PBEP86 (see Table 1).[7] For each functional, up to four
scaled variants were tested that differed in their degree of

empiricism. Such complexity was necessary because opposed to
ground-state SCS-MP2 in Eqn 5, two parameters each are
needed for the SS and OS components of SCS-CIS(D).[133]

Schwabe and Goerigk tested an empirical least-squares fit of all

four parameters (SCS variants), a combination of non-empirical
parameters and empirical fits (SCS variants), non-empirical
SCS-variants, as well as an empirical fit of the two OS-

parameters (SOS variants). The empirical fits were carried out
against a new training set of small, organic chromophores for
which highly accurate ab-initio WFT reference data were pre-

sented. Note that such a fit is to be favoured over fitting against
experimental data, as any vibrational or solvent effects should
not be included during such a fit. Ultimately, the developed
methods are designed to get the electronic structure right. Sol-

vent effects should be addressed by an appropriate solvent
model, for instance. The fit set contained a mixture of local-
valence and Rydberg excitations. Fits were separately carried

out for the TD-DFT and TDA-DFT approaches. In some cases,
an SCS approach automatically resulted in the SOS version
during the fit, for instance in the case of TD-SCS-B2PLYP and

TD-SCS-PBE0-DH. Note that the two DSD methods already
contained SCS parameters optimised for ground-states. The
2017 study tested those original versions as well as the refits.

Cross-validation studies were carried out for vertical local-
valence and Rydberg excitations with the aforementioned pop-
ular set by Thiel and co-workers[113] as well as on an updated
version of a test set initially assembled by Gordon and co-

workers;[62] see Ref. [7] for updated geometries and highly
accurate WFT reference values. Additional tests were also
conducted on a series of 0-0 excitations in organic chromo-

phores initially presented as an individual test set in Ref. [137].
Overall, both the SCS and SOS variants constituted an improve-
ment over the global DHDFAs. The following methods were

particularly useful, sometimes showing results within the chem-
ical accuracy threshold: the newly fitted SOS and SCS versions
of TD-B2GPPLYP, the newly fitted SOS versions of both TD-
B2PLYP and TD-PBE0-DH, and the original ground-state SCS-

version of DSD-PBEP86, which makes the latter particularly
promising for simultaneously accurate treatments of ground and
excited state properties.

While SCS and SOS variants of TD(A)-DHDFAs have
shown very promising results, they have not yet been made
readily available to be used in actual applications, but we hope to

change this in a future release of ORCA. Moreover, our group’s
developments in this space havemomentarily shifted away from
those variants, as they suffer from the same problem as the

unscaled TD(A)-DHDFAs, namely the description of CT exci-
tations. The following section will therefore deal with those and
address how we were able to successfully address this problem.

2019: The First Time-Dependent Double Hybrids with
Range Separation

Charge-Transfer Excitations

So far, we have discussed the success of TD-DHDFAs pre-
dominantly for local valence excitations; however, already in

2010 it became evident that the methods suffer from the same
inherent problem as any other conventional TD-DFT methods,
namely the well-known[138–140] inability to describe CT

excitations. This can be exemplified for molecule 12—
2,4-dichloro-6-[p-(N,N- diethylamino)biphenylyl]-1,3,5-triazine
(DBQ)—which was part of the same organic-molecule test set
shown in Fig. 2, but excluded from the statistics shown in the

same figure. A good reference excitation energywith an expected
absolute error below 0.1 eV is 3.60 eV (Table 2). The inability of
conventional TD-DFT methods to describe CT excitations is

shown for TD-B3LYP and TD-PBE0, which underestimate the
excitation energy by 0.86 and 0.72 eV, respectively. These are
larger errors than for local valence excitations. The RS technique

introduced to the hybrid-DFT level rectifies the problem of
underestimation somewhat, with TD-CAMB3LYP under-
estimating the excitation energy by only 0.13 eV. However, the
RS technique at the hybrid level does not automatically solve the

CT problem, as can be seen for TD-vB97X, which exhibits a
blueshift of 0.21 eV. The DHDFAs B2PLYP and B2GPPLYP
show the typical underestimation of excitation energies for CT

states by 0.63 and 0.38 eV, respectively. This shows the limitation
of the TD-DHDFAs published from 2007–2017, which limits
their applicability to real-life problems, where the boundaries

between local and LR transitionsmay not always bewell defined.
We therefore disagree with the very recently made statement that
the CIS(D) correction would enable a better description of CT

transitions for global DHDFAs such as TDA-PBE-QIDH.[141]

Such a statement is surprising because TDA-PBE-QIDH showed
a systematic underestimation in the through-space CT examples
discussed in that very same study.[141]Weargue thatRS shouldbe

applied to TD(A)-DHDFAs instead, something that seems to
have been overlooked in Ref. [141] but which we will demon-
strate in the following section.

vB2PLYP and vB2GPPLYP: Definition

To address the systematic underestimation of CT states with TD-
DHDFAs, we introduced the RS technique to TD-B2PLYP and

TD-B2GPPLYP. While the RS scheme has been applied previ-
ously toDHDFAs in the context of ground states,[56,99,134,142–145]

our TD-vB2PLYP and TD-vB2GPPLYP approaches are the

first double hybrids optimised for excited states that follow
Grimme and Neese’s TD-DHDFA scheme.[8] Both methodol-
ogies follow the typical RS ansatz in which some SR-DFT

exchange (vB88[50]) ismixedwith Fock exchange, while the LR
region is described to 100% with exact exchange:[8]

E
oB2ðGPÞPLYP
XC ¼ ð1� aX ÞEoB88

X ðoÞ þ aXE
SR�HF
X þ ELR�HF

X

þ ð1� aCÞELYP
C þ aCE

MP2=CISðDÞ
C ;

ð6Þ

Table 2. Excitation energies DE (in eV) for the DBQ molecule (12 in

Fig. 2) and the def2-TZVPPbasis set[110] (values taken fromRefs [8], [61]

and [90])

Method DE

Ref. 3.60

TD-B3LYP 2.74

TD-PBE0 2.88

TD-CAM-B3LYP 3.47

TD-vB97X 3.81

TD-B2PLYP 2.97

TD-B2GPPLYP 3.22

TD-vB2PLYP 3.68

TD-vB2GPPLYP 3.64
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where the values of aX and aC are the same as for the global

DHDFAs B2PLYP and B2GPPLYP. While a reoptimisation of
all parameters would have been a viable option, we decided to
keep our approaches as simple as possible and only determined

the value of the RS parameter v. In that way, we were able to
directly investigate the influence of RS on the TD-DHDFA
scheme. Our main hypothesis was to induce a redshift through
the CIS(D) correction, which corrects for the blueshift induced

by the RS scheme. The least-squares fit of v was based on a
slightly modified version of the training set used in 2017 for the
SCS and SOS versions of global TD-DHDFAs described in the

section Time-Dependent Double Hybrids with Component-

Scaled Correlation Term, with the main difference being a more
equal weighting of both valence and Rydberg excitations.

The resulting values for the RS parameter are v¼ 0.30 for
TD-vB2PLYP and v¼ 0.27 for TD-vB2GPPLYP, which are
comparable to other RS DFAs.[50,99,134,145,146]

vB2PLYP and vB2GPPLYP: Singlet-Singlet Excitations

The main requirement during the development of both TD-
vB2PLYP and TD-vB2GPPLYP was that the very good

description of valence excitations with the underlying global
parent DHDFAs was maintained, while LR excitations—
Rydberg and CT—were improved. We conclude the discussion

of our RS TD-DHDFAs with a brief summary of their perfor-
mance showing that this goal has been achieved.

CT excitations were not included in the training set, so they

provide the best cross-validation case. Using our example from
Table 2, we see that indeedboth approaches improvedramatically
over TD-B2PLYP and TD-B2GPPLYP and provide nearly
perfect excitation energies for the DBQ molecule with

overestimations of only 0.08 (TD-vB2PLYP) and 0.04 eV (TD-
vB2GPPLYP). An analysis of 17 CT excitations in nine
molecules—mostly based on newly generated high-level refer-

ence data[8]—confirmed that the two RS DHDFAs improve
significantly over their global parent DHDFAs (Fig. 4). Like for
DBQ, the underestimation problem is fixed and at the same time

the excitation energies improve, as shown for the MADs:

MAD¼ 0.94 eV (TD-B2PLYP) versus MAD¼ 0.22 eV (TD-
vB2PLYP) and MAD¼ 0.54 eV (TD-B2GPPLYP) versus
MAD¼ 0.33 eV (TD-vB2GPPLYP). When comparing the new

RS TD-DHDFAs with their closest competitors, namely RS
hybrids, only vB97X[146] (MAD¼ 0.23 eV) comes close to
TD-vB2PLYP; however, the latter is the only one of the tested
approaches with an error range below 1eV and, therefore, overall

more robust.
Both RS TD-DHDFAs showed superior performance for all

tested local-valence and Rydberg excitation test sets, with both

methods showing higher robustness than global DHDFAs, global
hybrids, and RS hybrids. TD-vB2PLYP turned out to be more
robust than TD-vB2GPPLYP and a significant improvement

over the original TD-B2PLYP, which had already counted as
one of the best TD-DFT methods for valence excitations prior to
this study (see earlier sections). TD-vB2PLYP also met our

requirement of providing valence excitation energies of at least
the same quality as global DHFAs, while providing better LR
excitations. We can see this, for instance, for the aforementioned
updated Gordon test set for which the MADs for valence excita-

tions stay the same when going from B2PLYP to its RS version
(MAD¼ 0.23 eV) but dramatically improve for Rydberg excita-
tions (MAD¼ 0.49 eV ve MAD¼ 0.16 eV).[8]

For both RS TD-DHDFAs we also reported excellent perfor-
mance for PAHs. In 2003, Grimme and Parac revealed severe
deficiencies of conventional TD-DFT methods when they strug-

gled to accurately predict excitation energies and energetic order
of the first two singlet excited states in linear and non-linear PAHs,
the La and Lb states.

[147,148] Their analysis revealed that the La

state is more ionic and the Lb state more covalent in character

and that conventional DFAs failed to describe both types of
states equally well. Initially, RS hybrids seemed to be a solution
to the problem, but closer analysis revealed that the better

description of La states with RS came at the cost of a significant
blueshift for the second state.[74] In 2011, Goerigk and Grimme
indicated that global TD-DHDFAs partially rectified this
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problem,[115] but only our RSTD-DHDFAswere able to provide
a truly robust description, as shown in Fig. 5 for linear PAHs,

which shows statistics averaged over the linear series from
naphthalene to hexacene. Not only are MDs zero or nearly zero
for both states and both RS TD-DHDFAs, but also the energy

splitting between both states is themost accurate. The figure also
shows the aforementioned problems of RS and global hybrids
with these states. The reference values for the statistics shown in

Fig. 5 are based on the CC2 level of theory, which in itself has an
MD of about 0.3 eV for Lb states when compared with CR-
EOM-CCSD(T) data.[149,150] Regardless of the type of refer-
ence, RS TD-DHDFAs still show the best-reported results to

date and are a promising step in the right direction. Findings for
non-linear PAHs were equally promising.[8]

Summary, Potential Problems, and Next Steps

TD-DFT has become the method of choice for treating electronic
excited states, but similar to ground-state DFT the field can be
confusing. Some problems of conventional TD-DFT when

dealing with vertical, adiabatic, or 0-0 excitations include the
emergence of artificial ghost states, an inability to describe LR
excitations, and a lack of robustness that may prevent the
description of different types of excited states with the same

accuracy. TD-DHDFAs with RS provide a promising solution to
those problems and our recently developed methods vB2PLYP
and vB2GPPLYP—particularly the first of the two—are cur-

rently some of the most accurate TD-DFT approaches for appli-
cations to singlet-singlet excitations in organic molecules. If LR
excitations are not a concern, global TD-DHDFAs—B2GPPLYP

or various methods with spin-component or spin-opposite
scaling—may also be used. If DHDFAs cannot be applied for
computational reasons, RS hybrids can be used, or global hybrids

with an amount of about 40% Fock exchange if LR excitations
are not relevant. LDA,GGAormeta-GGA functionals should not
be used in any TD-DFT calculations due to large redshifts and a
large number of ghost states. We also recommend to run calcu-

lations with at least two different methods, which may help to
distinguish between artificial and relevant results and therefore
improve the reliability of any predictions.

Our new TD-DHDFAs with RS have been available for free
since the release of ORCA 4.2. A full TD-DFT treatment with

global DHDFAs has been available since ORCA 4.1. Older

ORCA versions only allow the application of TDA-DFT with
global DHDFAs, something that has been sometimes over-
looked in the literature. We hope to make the previously

published SCS and SOS versions available soon.
Not all, but many of the benchmarks discussed herein have

CC3[151] or even higher quality for small chromophores, but
slightly lower quality for bigger systems (CC2 or theoretically

back-corrected experimental data). While every benchmark
study rises and falls with the accuracy of its reference values,
the studies we reviewed all agree with the Jacob’s Ladder

picture, namely that TD(A)-DHDFAs are more robust and
reliable than lower-rung methods. By reviewing most TD(A)-
DHDFA benchmark studies in one article, we were able to

provide additional credibility to those reported findings. We
hope that with improving computational resources, better refer-
ence data can be generated in the future, which will further
confirm the trends reported herein.

So far, we have only discussed results for singlet-singlet
excitations in organic molecules, but we will report about our
methods for singlet-triplet excitations shortly.[106] In our 2019

study, we also had a brief glimpse at the treatment of transition-
metal compounds with the example of titanium dioxide mono-
mers, dimers, and trimers.[8] While TD-DHDFAs with RS were

better than global ones, their accuracy was the same as for RS
hybrids and overall not as good as global hybrids. There is
therefore room for further investigations and developments in

this space.
Double hybrids are of course not a panacea for every problem.

Other known problems of TD-DFT, such as the inability to
describe conical intersections,[152] are unlikely to be solved, for

instance. Due to the perturbative correction, higher-lying
excited states, low-gap systems, and other (nearly) degenerate
states are unlikely to be treated. Geometry optimisations of

excited states are currently not possible; however, based on
knowledge gained from ground-state treatments,[153] hybrid
functionals should already provide accurate enough geometries

in standard cases. Nevertheless, these examples show that the
story of time-dependent double hybrids has not come to an end
and more exciting developments are yet to come.
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